Next Generation Global Prediction System Dycore Test Group Confidentiality Agreement

It is understood and agreed to that the deliberations and findings of the Dycore Test Group (DTG) are considered to be sensitive in nature and must be kept confidential, at least and until the results of the evaluation are released publicly by cognizant NWS authority. To ensure the non-disclosure of such information, the undersigned agrees that:

1. The Recipient shall not disclose any information regarding DTG proceedings outside of the primary DTG membership and attending technical representatives. DTG “proceedings” include group discussions, deliberations, assessments, evaluations, recommendations, and findings.

2. This Agreement states the entire agreement between the parties concerning the disclosure of confidential Information. Any addition or modification to this Agreement must be made in writing and signed by the parties.

WHEREFORE, the parties acknowledge that they have read and understand this Agreement and voluntarily accept the duties and obligations set forth herein.

Recipient of Confidential Information

Name (Print or Type): __

Signature: ____________

Date: ________________